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The MULE is still in the prototype stage and has a limited battery life. Because the powerhouse
excavators had no brains or instinct, the very best SceeVees knew that to get the most efficient
work out of MULEs, it was best to work in concert with them. Each drop pod contains one
MULE. A MULE takes about twice as long to finish mining a load than an SCV, but retrieves 25
minerals per trip, meaning that it collects minerals at approximately 2. MULEs last 64 seconds
before shutting down, and can be called down anywhere on the map with player vision. As it
takes slightly under 64 seconds for orbital commands to recharge 50 energy, one orbital
command can call down a new MULE as the previous one expires. In addition to mining
resources, MULEs can also be used to repair units. While this is an inefficient way to use them
in comparison to using them to mine, they can be used in emergencies to keep mechanical
units alive during battles. Another use of MULEs is to drop them near enemy units that inflict
friendly splash damage, such as siege tanks , causing disruption and friendly fire. An orbital
command summons one MULE via drop pod. If the ability is targeted on a mineral patch the
MULE will begin mining automatically, extracting 45 minerals per trip. The ability may be used
only on areas uncovered by the fog of war. Restores the hit points of a mechanical unit or
building, terran or protoss. Repairing costs resources. The ability can be autocast. Damaged
mechanical units recover hit points when out of combat, at a rate of 0. This material uses
internal nanobots to slowly repair any damage the hull sustains. While this regeneration
process is much slower than conventional SCV repairs, it can be the difference between life and
death if no SCVs are available. We have created a new lightweight alloy called vanadium.
Vanadium diffuses weapon impacts much more efficiently than traditional armor plating, and it
better preserves the life of our units. Restores the hit points of a mechanical unit or building.
The ability can be set to autocast. Increases the armor of terran infantry. The following section
contains information from a previous version of StarCraft II which is no longer valid. In March , a
MULE summoned directly onto a mineral patch would harvest minerals before running out of
energy. Prior to patch 1. Prior to Legacy of the Void , deploying many MULEs at once could
result in several of them simultaneously harvesting from one field. They would have harvested
10 gas per trip. To offset this, their ability to harvest minerals was to be reduced to 20 per trip.
This change was reverted before it could be implemented in-game. As of the patch 4. The
following section contains information from Heroes of the Storm and is not canon to StarCraft
continuity. MULEs appear in Heroes of the Storm as a talent upgrade for support and specialist
heroes, and can be called down to repair structures. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Is it a plane? It's a MULE. Calldown:
MULE. Infantry Armor. Regenerative Bio-Steel. Wings of Liberty. Vanadium Plating. Korean fan's
blog. Accessed StarCraft Field Manual hardcover. Insight Editions, November 17, Blizzard
Entertainment. Activision Blizzard. Zerg research in English. Protoss research in English. On
the enemy's Siege Tanks, on a ramp, etc. However MULE can't attack or repair. Blues -- can the
OC call down mules anywhere? StarCraft Legacy. Patch 1. Heroes of the Storm Blizzard
Entertainment in English. June 2, Versus Units and Structures. Command center Refinery
Supply depot Barracks Engineering bay. Auto-turret Missile turret Point defense drone Repair
drone. Orbital command Planetary fortress Sensor tower Bunker. Tech lab Reactor. Ghost
academy Factory Armory Starport Fusion core. Campaign and Co-op Missions Units and
Structures. Bio-mechanical repair drone. Tech reactor. Laser drill Hive mind emulator Psi
disrupter Nuclear silo Strike fighter platform. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Varies Varies. Wings of Liberty Acquired from. Hyperion
laboratory for 20 zerg research points. Hyperion laboratory for 5 protoss research points. Down
to a minimum 40 Mastery: -2 per Research Resource Cost mastery point. Down to a minimum 40
Down to a minimum 70 Mastery: Down to a minimum 70 Down to a minimum Mastery: -5 per
Research Resource Cost mastery point. Down to a minimum Mule X'ing. Arqade is a question
and answer site for passionate videogamers on all platforms. It only takes a minute to sign up. I
have seen many pro players dropping mules after and during battles. Sometimes they use
scans instead. There are three reasons that I've seen mules dropped away from the mineral line
in competitive play:. By far the most common reason is that a Terran player has decided that
they've won the game, that it's obvious that they've won the game, and the other player should
have realized they've lost and gg'd out already. Throwing down mules away from your base in
that situation says "I've won so big, look at me throwing away resources, because I don't even
need them to crush you completely. Facing off against another Terran, it's possible to cause the
enemy's tanks to kill each other by landing a mule in the middle of a group of sieged tanks
When an important mechanical unit or group of mechanical units most often a Thor, but
sometimes a group of tanks is severely damaged far from the players base, that player can
repair it by sending down a mule, without having to wait for an SCV to cross the map, or retreat
the unit s back to their home base. If the unit s repaired are important because of their strategic

position, repairing them can be more important than the loss of minerals due to dropping a
mule away from the mineral line. MULEs dropped on the battlefield, especially near the end of
the game and nowhere near anything that needs repairing e. This meta-gaming is usually to try
and fluster the opponent, especially in a series of games where they would play another game
minutes later. In addition to being able to repair, Mules will sometimes draw enemy fire. For the
same reason that sometimes people will send their workers into battle to soak up some of the
damage, sometimes Mules can be used for the same purpose. I am not expert enough to know
how effective this is, but a Mule has 60 hit points. During the game, Mules can be used to repair
units in the field and can get to the units in need of repair faster than SCVs if they have to run a
long distance. I've used them and have seen other players use them during battle to repair
damaged thors and tanks without having to wait for SCVs to run all the way out there. Mules can
also be used to perform a terran "force field" and placed on hold position. The mule can be
dropped anywhere where the player has line of sight. Which can be achieved with a scan. I will
sometimes scan an area, and then drop a mule into it. This gives me a unit which can scout the
area beyond the perimeter of the scan, or keep tabs on an important find. Consuming
Banelings. A good tactic for fighting Zergs who have a lot of Banelings is to scan, and then
throw down some mules right next to the Banelings. Which costs my opponent mineral 50 gas
and 1 supply in units. This is economically viable considering that the MULE would harvest
minerals if used on my mineral line Or give me minerals if instead I were to call down supply.
Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask
Question. Asked 8 years, 9 months ago. Active 6 years, 8 months ago. Viewed 11k times. This
seems counter-intuitive, I mean they could get a ton of minerals for that. Why do they do it?
MarineKing does that very often. Improve this question. Nick T 38k 55 55 gold badges silver
badges bronze badges. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. There are three reasons that I've
seen mules dropped away from the mineral line in competitive play: Manner mules By far the
most common reason is that a Terran player has decided that they've won the game, that it's
obvious that they've won the game, and the other player should have realized they've lost and
gg'd out already. Forcing the enemy to shoot their own units Facing off against another Terran,
it's possible to cause the enemy's tanks to kill each other by landing a mule in the middle of a
group of sieged tanks Repairing mechanical units When an important mechanical unit or group
of mechanical units most often a Thor, but sometimes a group of tanks is severely damaged far
from the players base, that player can repair it by sending down a mule, without having to wait
for an SCV to cross the map, or retreat the unit s back to their home base. Improve this answer.
Theodore Murdock Theodore Murdock 3, 2 2 gold badges 26 26 silver badges 40 40 bronze
badges. If you spot a group of idle banelings, dropping a few mules in there is one way to thin
them out! I don't know how accurate your last point is. Enemy units will engage enemy units
first and foremost. The only way I can see this having a small effect is if the opponent had his
troops on an attack move towards the opposing forces and the units stopped for a brief second
to kill the Mule and continue on their way. How bad mannered is this considered? Is this more
impolite than saying gg instead of the opponent? Nick Repairing units have the same priority as
the unit they are repairing. I've never seen repairing units have the same priority as the
attacking. Do you have a source for that? Show 3 more comments. Nick T Nick T 38k 55 55 gold
badges silver badges bronze badges. Wikwocket Wikwocket 9, 4 4 gold badges 35 35 silver
badges 69 69 bronze badges. Jed Daniels Jed Daniels 5 5 silver badges 16 16 bronze badges.
Just for clarification: Mules don't repair faster than SCVs. The wording of your answer could
easily be understood differently. You are completely right. I actually thought they did make
repairs faster. Learn something every day. I'll edit my answer to adjust now. I have two
additional uses for mules. Benjamin Benjamin 1. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign
up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required,
but never shown. Screenshot of the Week. Actual Easter Eggs in Risk of Rain 2 by arghtype.
Submit your photo Hall of fame. Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Visual design changes to the review queues. Related Hot Network Questions. Question feed.
Arqade works best with JavaScript enabled. They last 90 seconds of game time, or about 65
seconds on "faster" game speed. If the MULE is cast on a mineral patch it will begin to mine
minerals as soon as it spawns. It takes slightly under 89 seconds for an orbital command to
generate 50 energy, meaning that a MULE can be called down at almost the same time as the
previous one expires. A MULE costs no supply. MULEs have a mining time 2. MULEs carry 6
times more minerals per trip than an SCV on normal minerals, gathering 30 minerals per trip on
all types of mineral patches. Any number of MULEs can be set to mining a base at once. On the
closest mineral patches, the mule will actually complete mining ten times but will die before
returning to the command center, resulting in 30 minerals being destroyed completely. That
doesn't happen on the farthest mineral patches, so it might be a good idea to use your MULEs

on those. This change was present in Patch 1. MULEs can be called down anywhere on the map
if the player has vision of the area. There are few instances where doing so in order to scout or
repair damaged units would be worth the loss of economy, especially with Scanner Sweep
costing the same amount of energy. They can be called down for repairs in the field. Dropping
MULEs in your opponent's base can also be used to humiliate a losing opponent, coercing him
to concede. MULE can be used late game when resources aren't as much of an issue in an "all
out" type of battle. Call the mules down on enemy tank lines as you move in in order to draw
tank fire and allowed enemy tanks to splash damage each other. This is especially good if you
can time it right and put that first round of fire from enemy tanks on cool down right as you
move in to get that extra edge in the battle. This functions as an expensive Terran version of
starcraft:Zealot Bombing. The build provides Terran with a fairly significant mid-game economic
advantage. Main Wikis. Upcoming IEM Katowice General Recent changes Pending changes
Random page. What links here. Related changes. Upload file. Special pages. Printable version.
Permanent link. Page information. Browse SMW properties. This article covers the now
superseded Wings of Liberty and Heart of the Swarm multiplayer version of this unit. Prototype
harvesting unit. Gathers minerals more quickly than regular SCVs. MULEs last 90 seconds
before their systems fail. Light , Mechanical. Hotkey :. Hotkey : G. Order workers or MULEs to
gather resources from selected mineral field or vespene geyser. Hotkey : R. Category : Terran
Units. Hidden category: Pages with hard coded colors. Contact Us Send an email Chat with us
Contact. This page was last edited on 10 April , at Licenses for other media varies. They last 64
seconds. If the MULE is cast on a mineral patch it will begin to mine minerals as soon as it
spawns. It takes slightly under 64 seconds for an orbital command to generate 50 energy, [1]
meaning that a MULE can be called down at almost the same time as the previous one expires.
A MULE costs no supply. MULEs have a mining time 2. MULEs carry 5 times more minerals per
trip than an SCV on normal minerals, gathering 25 minerals per trip on all types of mineral
patches. Their timed life allows 9 mining trips which totals minerals respectively on any mineral
patch. However, only one MULE at a time can be harvesting a mineral patch. MULEs are as
effective as around 3. On the closest mineral patches, the mule will actually complete mining 10
times but will die before returning to the command center, resulting in 25 minerals being
destroyed completely. To prevent this, the player has to either micro the MULE to not mine the
10th cargo or simply deploy it at one of the farther mineral patches, as MULEs will not complete
mining their 10th cargo on the farther mineral patches. MULEs can be called down anywhere on
the map if the player has vision of the area. There are few instances where doing so in order to
scout or repair damaged units would be worth the loss of economy, especially with Scanner
Sweep costing the same amount of energy. They can be called down for repairs in the field.
Dropping MULEs in your opponent's base can also be used to humiliate a losing opponent,
coercing them to concede. MULE can be used late game when resources aren't as much of an
issue in an "all out" type of battle. Call the mules down on enemy tank lines as you move in in
order to draw tank fire and allowed enemy tanks to splash damage each other. This is especially
good if you can time it right and put that first round of fire from enemy tanks on cool down right
as you move in to get that extra edge in the battle. This functions as an expensive Terran
version of starcraft:Zealot Bombing. The build provides Terran with a fairly significant
mid-game econo
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Permanent link. Page information. Browse SMW properties. This article covers the current
multiplayer version of this unit. Prototype harvesting unit. Gathers minerals more quickly than
regular SCVs. MULEs last 90 seconds before their systems fail. Light , Mechanical. Hotkey :.
Hotkey : G. Order workers or MULEs to gather resources from selected mineral field or vespene
geyser. Hotkey : R. Category : Terran Units. Hidden category: Pages with hard coded colors.
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Licenses for other media varies. MULE return rate multiplier decreased to 2. MULE harvest
amount decreased to 25 from Calldown: MULE is back. Ability is set to autocast on nearby
minerals. No energy cost. Now has a cooldown. Harvest amount decreased to 40 from

